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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

District of Columbia

United States of America
v.

JAMES HAFFNER
Case: 1:21-mj-00672
Assigned To : Meriweather, Robin M.
Assign. Date: 11/30/2021
Description: COMPLAINT WI ARREST WARRANT

DefendOlIl

ARREST WARRANT

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer

YOU ARE COMMANDED to arrest and bring before a United States magistrate judge without unnecessary delay
(llome o/person /0 be o,.res/ed) JAMES HAFFNER

~--------~=-------------------------------------------------------
who is accused of an offense or violation based on the following document filed with the court:

o Indictment o Superseding Indictment o Information o Superseding Information ~ Complaint

o Probation Violation Petition o Supervised Release Violation Petition oViolation Notice 0 Order of the COllrt

This offense is briefly described as follows:

18 U.S.C. § 111(a) (Assaulting, Resisting, or Impeding Certain Officers or Employees); 18 U.S.C. § 231(A)(3) (Obstruction
of Law Enforcement During a Civil Disorder); 18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(1) and (2) (unlawful entry on restricted buildings or
grounds); 40 U.S.C. §5104(e)(2)(D) and (F) (Violent Entry and Disorderly Conduct on Capitol Grounds)

Robin M. Meriweather
2021.11.3009:53:46
-05'00'Date: 11/30/2021

Isslling o/ficer's signa/III'e

City and state: Washington, D.C. Robin M. Meriweather, United States Magistrate Judge
Prill/ed name and Ii/Ie

Return

This warrantIJwas received on (dale) I I / ~ 0,1 lo L I .and the person was arrested on (da/e)
at (ci/yands/a/e) 1(.", () Ide 1+7 . ~Ih. D",~o +....
Dol, ILll (cOL [" ~,' . ~ ..

I rreslmg oJJlcer Ssigna/lire
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AO 91 (Rev. 08/09) Criminal Complaint 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of Columbia 

United States of America 
V. 

JAMES HAFFNER 

Defendant(s) 

~ Case~ 1 :21 ~mHJ0672 
) Assigned tei•: Judge Memveathe·r~ Robin M. 
) Assign Date: nf:3012021 
) Descriptron: CO-M PLAINT WI AR.REST \!'/ARRANT 
) 

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

On or about the date(s) of January 6
1 

2021 in the county of __________ in the 

______ District of Columbia , the defendant(s) violated: 

Code Section 

18 U.S.C. § 231 (a)(3) 

18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(1) and (2), 

40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(D)and (F), 

18 U.S.C. §111(a) (HAFFNER ONLY) 

This criminal complaint is based on these facts: 

See attached Statement of Facts. 

0 Continued on the attached sheet. 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

Date: 11/30/2021 

City and state: Washington, D.C. 

Offense Description 
Obstruction of Law Enforcement During a Civil Disorder 

Unlawful entry on restricted buildings or grounds Violent 

Entry and Disorderly Conduct on Capitol Grounds 

Assaulting, Resisting or Impeding Certain Officers or 
Employees 

Special Agent, FBI 

Printed name and title 

Judge 's signature 

Robin M. Meriweather, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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Case: 1:21-mj-00672 
Assigned To : Meriweather, Robin M. 
Assign. Date : 11/30/2021 
Description: COMPLAINT W/ ARREST WARRANT 

1. Your affiant, Thadeaus Caldwell, is a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) and has been so employed since May 2018. As an FBI Special Agent I have 

received extensive training in a variety of investigative of federal and state law. As such, I am an 

officer of the United States who is empowered by law to conduct investigations of and to make 

arrests for offenses enumerated in Titles 18 and 21 of the United States Code. During my 

employment with the FBI, I have participated in various violent crime investigations. These 

investigations have given me experience in preparing and assisting in the preparation of court 

orders and search warrant applications. Additionally, during the course of these and other 

investigations, I have also conducted or participated in physical and electronic surveillance, 

assisted in the execution of search and arrest warrants, debriefed informants, interviewed witnesses 

and suspects, and reviewed other pertinent records. In addition to my regular duties, I am currently 

also tasked with investigating criminal activity that occurred in and around the Capitol grounds on 

January 6, 2021. 

2. I submit this offense solely for the purpose of establishing probable cause to believe 

that Ronald LO EHRKE and James HAFFNER and committed violations of 18 U.S. C. § § 231 ( a )(3) 

and 1752(a)(l) and (2), and 40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(D) and (F) on or about January 6, 2021 , and 

that HAFFNER committed an additional violation of 18 U.S.C. § 11 l(a) on that date. It does not 

contain all facts known to law enforcement or to me regarding this investigation. 

BACKGROUND ABOUT THE U.S. CAPITOL 

3. The U.S. Capitol is secured 24 hours a day by U.S. Capitol Police. Restrictions 

around the U.S. Capitol include permanent and temporary security barriers and posts manned by 

U.S. Capitol Police. Only authorized people with appropriate identification were allowed access 
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inside the U.S. Capitol. On January 6, 2021, the exterior plaza of the U.S . Capitol was also closed 

to members of the public. 

4. On January 6, 2021, a joint session of the United States Congress convened at the 

United States Capitol, which is located at First Street, SE, in Washington, D.C. During the joint 

session, elected members of the United States House of Representatives and the United States 

Senate were meeting in separate chambers of the United States Capitol to certify the vote count of 

the Electoral College of the 2020 Presidential Election, which had taken place on November 3, 

2020. The joint session began at approximately 1 :00 p.m. Shortly thereafter, by approximately 

1 :30 p.m., the House and Senate adjourned to separate chambers to resolve a particular objection. 

Vice President Mike Pence was present and presiding, first in the joint session, and then in the 

Senate chamber. 

5. As the proceedings continued in both the House and the Senate, and with Vice 

President Mike Pence present and presiding over the Senate, a large crowd gathered outside the 

U.S. Capitol. As noted above, temporary and permanent barricades were in place around the 

exterior of the U.S. Capitol building, and U.S . Capitol Police were present and attempting to keep 

the crowd away from the Capitol building and the proceedings underway inside. 

6. At such time, the certification proceedings were still underway and the exterior 

doors and windows of the U.S. Capitol were locked or otherwise secured. Members of the U.S. 

Capitol Police attempted to maintain order and keep the crowd from entering the Capitol; however, 

around 2:00 p.m., ih.dividuals in the crowd forced entry into the U.S. Capitol, including by breaking 

windows and by assaulting members of the U.S. Capitol Police, as others in the crowd encouraged 

and assisted those acts. 
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7. Shortly thereafter, at approximately 2:20 p.m. members of the United States House 

of Representatives and United States Senate, including the President of the Senate, Vice President 

Mike Pence, were instructed to-and did-evacuate the chambers. Accordingly, the joint session 

of the United States Congress was effectively suspended until shortly after 8:00 p.m. Vice 

President Pence remained in the United States Capitol from the time he was evacuated from the 

Senate Chamber until the sessions resumed. 

8. During national news coverage of the aforementioned events, video footage, 

including that captured on mobile devices of persons present on the scene, depicted evidence of 

violations oflocal and federal law, including scores of individuals inside the U.S. Capitol building 

without authority to be there. 

LOEHRKE AND HAFFNER'S PARTICIPATION IN THE 
JANUARY 6 RIOT AT THE CAPITOL 

9. LOEHRKE was born in 1991, and as of January 6, 2021, resided near Seattle, 

Washington. LOEHRKE has since moved to the Atlanta, Georgia area. 

10. HAFFNER was born in 1968, and as of January 6, 2021, resided near Seattle, 

Washington. HAFFNER has since moved to the Sturgis, South Dakota area. 

11. Pursuant to legal process, law enforcement searched the contents of Ethan 

Nordean's mobile device, including communications with other individuals who were involved in 

the events of January 6, 2021. 1 The data revealed that on or about January 5, 2021, Nordean placed 

one call to number XXX-XXX-7221, which is listed in Nordean's contacts as "Ron (Lisa Friend)." 

Subsequent records obtained from the mobile phone provider for that number established that it is 

registered to LOEHRKE. 

Ethan Nordean is charged in connection with the events of January 6, 2021, in the District 
of Columbia in Case No. 21-cr-175 (TJK). 
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12. Text-message communications between Nordean and LOEHRKE, using XXX-

XXX-7221 and recovered from Nordean' s phone, revealed that on or about December 27, 2020, 

Nordean asked LO EHRKE if LO EHRKE was coming to "DC." After LO EHRKE answered in the 

affirmative, on or about December 29, 2020, Nordean told LO EHRKE, that he wanted LOEHRKE 

"on the front line" with him. LOEHRKE responded with, "Sounds good man," and indicated that 

he was bringing three "Bad mother fuckers [sic]" with him. 

13. Records provided by a U.S. cell phone provider showed that LOEHRKE's number, 

XXX-XXX-7221 , was in contact with XXX-XXX-9835 a total of 106 times, including on nine 

occasions between December 19, 2020, and January 7, 2021. XXX-XXX-9835 is registered to 

HAFFNER's wife, and it was provided as a contact number for HAFFNER (but not his wife), 

according to information provided by a U.S. bank at which HAFFNER and his wife jointly hold a 

checking account. 

14. In the morning of January 6, 2021, LOEHRKE met up with other individuals at the 

Washington Monument. He is depicted in the Images 1 and 2 below, circled in yellow in a 

distinctive plaid jacket, with a maroon hoodie underneath, and a white, and light blue baseball cap 

bearing a distinctive "Cummins Oil" logo.2 For the reasons detailed in the identification section 

below, I submit that there is probable cause to believe that the individual depicted below and in 

this distinctive clothing in and around the Capitol on January 6, 2021, is LOEHRKE. 

2 

green. 
Throughout this affidavit, LOEHRKE is circled in yellow and HAFFNER is circled in 
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Image 1 

Image2 
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15. After the meet-up at the Washington Monument, LOEHRKE was observed 

marching near the front of a group of individuals on Constitution A venue, No11hwest, in the area 

around First Street, Northwest. The group was engaged in various chants and response calls, 

including ''Fuck Antifa!" and "Whose stieets? Om streets!" In front of LOEHRKE, and also 

marching at the front of the group, is Nordean, whose text messages with LOEHRKE from prior 

to January 6, 2021 , are laid out above. Image 3 below is a screenshot from a video depicting these 

actions. LOEHRKE is circled in yellow, and Nordean is circled in red. 

Image 3 

16. HAFFNER can also be seen marching with this same group on multiple different 

publicly available photographs and videos. In one example below, Image 4, HAFFNER and 

LO EHRKE can be seen near each other when the group stopped at a group of food trucks near the 

intersection of Constitution Ave NW and Second Street NW. For the reasons stated in the 

identification section below, I submit that there is probable cause to believe that the individual 

circled in green throughout this affidavit in HAFFNER. 
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17. Sho1tly before 1 :00 p.m., a large crowd gathered near the pedestrian entrance to the 

Capitol grounds on First Street. The entrance was secured by a small number of U.S. Capitol 

Police, who stood behind a waist-high metal bani.er. Image 5, which is a screen shot from publicly 

available video, depicts this. 

Image5 

18. Shortly after Image 5 was captured on video, two men advanced toward the waist-

high metal gate. The crowd followed, and within minutes, the crowd overwhelmed the U.S. Capitol 

Police officers seen at the top of the steps in the image above. The crowd then advanced toward 
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the U.S. Capitol. In additional video footage, LOEHR.KE can been seen helping another individual 

over a rail perpendicular to this ban-icade, and sh01ily thereafter, waving protestors towards the 

Capitol, wearing the distinctive outfit described above. 

Images Image 6 

19. After ove1whelming the pedestrian gate near the Peace Monument, the crowd 

advanced on the U.S. Capitol, where another line ofU.S Capitol Police and banicades attempted 

to stop the crowd from advancing to the walls of the building. Near the entrance to the plaza to the 

west of the Capitol ("West Plaza"), USCP were guarding another set of banicades, along with 

more permanent fences, as the crowd advanced up the walkway from the Peace Monument. 

LOEHRKE moved along a concrete wall, followed by HAFFNER sh01ily thereafter. LOEHRKE 

and HAFFNER then climbed back over the concrete wall, and they jointly assisted a couple of 

other rioters in doing the same, before moving towards the fences, guarded by USCP, separating 

the rioters from the West Plaza. Screenshots of a publicly available video showing this sequence 

are below, Images 7 and 8. 
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Image 7 

Image 8 

20. Shortly thereafter, rioters toppled that fence and rnshed past it into the West Plaza. 

Thousands of rioters followed. LOEHR.KE, followed shortly thereafter by HAFFNER, was one 

of the first across the trampled barricades and into the West Plaza, as depicted in hnage 9 below. 
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Image9 

' 21. Once inside the West Plaza, a group of USCP officers in riot geai· fo1med a line 

between rioters and the building proper. HAFFNER and LOEHRKE positioned themselves near 

'the front of this line, next to each other, as depicted in Image 10 below. 

Image 10 
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22. As rioters were standing outside of the Capitol, LOEHR.KE could also been seen 

addressing a group saying that they were being "stopped by twenty-five officers. Don't back down, 

patriots! The whole fucking world is watching. Stand the fuck up today!" A screenshot from this 

video is included as Image 11 . HAFFNER was nearby as LOEHR.KE was doing so. 

Image 11 

23. At some point thereafter, LOEHR.KE and HAFFNER proceeded to the east side of 

the Capitol, along with othei" rioters. Along the way, LOEHR.KE was captured on video 

pru.iicipating with others in trampling a plastic fence that had impeded the rioters ' progress. A 

screenshot from that video is below, labeled as hnage 12. 
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Image 12 

24. LOEHR.KE and HAFFNER advanced with other rioters to the east front of the 

Capitol, where they dismantled police banicades, first at a pedestrian entrance near outside the 

northeast corner of the Capitol. A screenshot is below, labeled as hnage 13, from a video-which 

shows HAFFNER helping to drag a police banicade aside, while USCP officers were on just the 

other side of it. Seconds after the screenshot below was taken, the camera pans to the right and 

LOEHR.KE appears on screen. 

Image 13 
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25. HAFFNER and LO EHRKE advanced with the crowd past the police line pictured 

above and continued marching towards the plaza to the east of the Capitol building ("East Plaza"). 

According to publicly available video evidence, LOEHRKE and HAFFNER du:ectly paiticipated 

in the disma11tling of these barricades at the edge of the East Plaza. In the first instance, LO EHRKE 

was caught on video tugging on a batTicade as U.S. Capitol Police were attempting (ultimately 

fhtilely) to keep it standing on the other side. HAFFNER joined in moving and ultimately stacking 

police bani.cades, helping to allow other rioters :iccess to the Capitol's east front. Screen shots of 

one of Haffuer' s efforts in that regard is below, labeled as Images 14 and 15. 

Image 14 

Image 15 

26. After the breach of bani ca des desc1ibed in the previous pai·agraph, LO EHRKE can 
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be seen moving to another set of barricades, some of which had just been re-positioned by USCP, 

dragging those barricades aside, and encouraging other rioters with words to the effect of, "Let 's 

go! Get in there!" A screenshot from a video of this second instance is depicted in Image 16 below. 

~WI-~ 

Image 16 

27. After reaching the stairs at the east side of the Capitol, LO EHRKE and HAFFNER 

made their way towards the front of the crowd, which began chanting outside the Columbus Doors 

entrance to the Capitol, which is adjacent .to the Rotunda. There were a small number ofUSCP 

officers stationed outside the Columbus Doors. 

28. LO EHRKE and HAFFNER made their way up the stairs on the Capitol's east side, 

and to the Columbus Doors, where they stood next to each other a few rows back in a crowd 

attempting to breach those doors. HAFFNER raised up his hand and sprayed an aerosol substance 

at USCP officers who stood a few rows ahead of them, trying to guard the Columbus doors. Image 

17 below, which is a screenshot from a publicly available video, shows HAFFNER's position 

within the crowd, and his position next to LOEHRKE, sh01tly before one such spray assault. A 
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USCP officer, whose knit hat bears the USCP logo, is circled in red.3 Tue video then shows 

HAFFNER move in front of and to the left of LOEl--IRKE. Image 18, taken approximately 30 

seconds after Image 17, shows an individual reach up his aim and spray a substance at officers 

guarding the Columbus Doors. The position of this sprayer's arm is consistent with the location 

to which LOEHRKE can be seen moving on the video. 

Image 17 

3 Your affiant has reviewed other angles of this interaction, which confum that there were 
multiple police officers stationed at the exterior of the Columbus Doors for the entirety of the 
events depicted below. 
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Image 18 

29. Approximately 30 seconds after Image 18, HAFFNER can be seen in the bottom 

right comer of the same video, as depicted in Image 19. He the raises his hand and points a canister 

towards the Columbus Doors and the officers guarding them. A screenshot depicting this is below, 

labeled as Image 20. I have also reviewed a video showing a different angle of the same 

interaction, which shows a hand rise from the crowd and spray at officers. Based on my review 

of the context of the two videos, this happens at the same time and location as Image 20. The 

screenshot showing the hand and spray is labeled as Image 21 below. Shortly after HAFFNER 

sprayed at the officers as depicted in the below images, the rioters breached the Columbus Doors 

and entered the Capitol. HAFFNER and LOEHRKE entered through those doors as well. 
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Image 19 

II 

Image20 
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u•- --

Image 21 

30. Inside the Capitol, LOEHRKE was captured 011 video a11d mnnerous still photos, 

illcludillg ill a collfro11tatio11 with police 811d illSide Sell8tor Merkley's office. See Images 22 811d 

23, below. HAFFNER, me811while, was captured 011 video, apparently ill possession of some sort 

of aerosol ca11. See Images 24 811d 25, below. 

Image22 
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Image 23 

Image 24 Image25 
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Identification of LO EHRKE 

31. Law Enforcement has spoken to an individual ("W-1" for purposes of this affidavit) 

who has known LOEHRKE for years, although W-1 last had contact with LOEHRKE more than 

five years ago. W-1 was shown photographs, including the images below labeled as Images 26, 

27, and 28. W-1 stated that Image 26 was LOEHRKE, and that Images 27 and 28 (the latter of 

which is from January 6, 2021) looked like LOEHRKE. 

Image 26 

Image27 Image 28 
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32. Your affiant is aware of a video taken outside of a hotel in downtown Washington, 

D.C. on or about January 5, 2021, which depicts an individual matching the known photographs 

of LO EHRKE, who was wearing a hat and neck gaiter that appear identical to those LO EHRKE 

was photographed in on January 6, 2021. Those photographs show hand tattoos that appear to be 

identical to those depicted in Images 14 and 15 above, particularly the word "stay" on 

LOEHKRE's right knuckles and the outline of a rose on the top of his hand. Images from the 

January 5 video, showing the tattoos as they appeared that day are below, Image 29.4 

Image 29 

33. Your affiant has also reviewed records obtained from a U.S. Airline, which 

establish that LOEHR.KE flew from Seattle, Washington to the Washington, D.C. area on January 

4, 2021, returning to Seattle on January 7, 2021. I am aware that commercial airlines require airline 

tickets to be issued in true name and date of bi1ih of the traveler, that the traveler present valid 

identification, and that the traveler match the identifying details on the identification/ticket. 5 

4 W-1 stated to law enforcement that at the time W-1 knew LOEHR.KE, LOEHR.KE did not 
have any tattoos. 

5 Your affiant is aware that the FBI received information in April 2021, in which a source 
opined that the individual wearing the plaid jacket, maroon hoodie, and Cummins Oil hat on 
January 6, 2021, was so·meone other than LO EHRKE ("Person 1 "). The source does not personally 
know either LOEHR.KE or Person 1. The source made his/her assessment based on comparing 
photographs of LOEHR.KE from January 6, 2021, where only his nose and sunglasses are visible 
above his mask, with publicly available photographs of Person 1. The source opined that Person 
1 and the photographs of LOEHR.KE from January 6 possessed a similar-looking nose and 
sunglasses. 
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Identification of HAFFNER 

34. According to records provided by a U.S. airline, HAFFNER traveled from Seattle, 

Washington to Washington-Reagan National Airport, via JFK Airport in New York, on January 5, 

2021. He then returned from National Airport to Seattle, via Los Angeles International Airport, 

on January 7, 2021. I am aware that commercial airlines require airline tickets to be issued in true 

name and date of bitih of the traveler, that the traveler present valid identification, and that the 

traveler match the identifying details on the identification/ticket. 

35. According to information provided by a U.S. bank, a checking account jointly held 

by HAFFNER and his wife had a transaction with the U.S. airline mentioned in the previous 

paragraph, in the amount of $911.60 on December 29, 2021 , and with an on line reservation service 

on December 30, 2021. According to records provided by the online reservation service, a 

reservation was made in the name of JAMES HAFFNER at a hotel in downtown, Washington, 

D.C., checking in on January 5, 2021, and leaving on January 7, 2021. According to information 

provided by that hotel, an individual named JAMES HAFFNER in fact stayed there on those dates. 

36. According to information provided by the same U.S. bank mentioned in the 

previous paragraph, an account solely held by HAFFNER used for transactions at the hotel in 

downtown Washington, D.C. where HAFFNER stayed from January 5-7, 2021, along with at an 

ATM a few blocks away from there, on January 5, 2021. The same account was used in 

transactions at Washington-Reagan National and Los Angeles International Airports on January 

7, 2021. 

3 7. Your affiant has reviewed HAFFNER' s South Dakota driver's license photograph, 

which was taken shortly after January 6, 2021. That photograph appears to depict the same 
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individual above. 

38. Your affiant has also reviewed a social media account in the name ofHAFFNER's 

wife. That account includes multiple photos of a person who appears to be HAFFNER, and who 

appears identical in all material respects to the individual I have identified as HAFFNER above. 

Two examples are below. 

S.Clr~/ ,RJCJQ:~• P:.wc' l1 'l,NI .C.~ IIWll'1'fflf ~---=•_,.,,.,..._,u_,, __ i,,.,. 1,,_ 
• SldntyPtwrfl •tdHW'ttc4a'Cn, •1ru~lr•ln 
•,11,ou,•'1 

0 0 C 

39. Your affiant has also lea.med that on Januaiy 8, 2021, a tipster submitted a 
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screenshot of a Facebook account in HAFFNER's name to the FBI's email tip box. The profile 

photograph associated with that account appears to be HAFFNER, and it also appears to be 

identical in all material respects to the individual I have identified as HAFFNER above. That 

screenshot is below.6 

Q a m.facebook com 0 

~ Jimmy Haffner 

Jimmy Haffner 

~- Add Friend 

ft Lives in 

'1 Married 

See Jimmy's About Info 

Friends 

< > (a) 

Ill 0 

0 

< 

40. Based on the above info1mation, your affiant submits that there is probable cause 

to believe that Ronald LOEHRKE and James HAFFNER committed violations of 18 U.S.C. 

§§ 23 l(a)(3) and 1752(a)(l) and (2), and 40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(D) and (F) on that date Janmuy 

6, 2021, and that HAFFNER additionally violated 18 U.S.C. § 11 l(a) on that date. 

6 Your affiant is also aware that at least as of August 25, 2021, the same account displayed 
its name as "Jim Haffner," and the profile photograph did not include a photograph of HAFFNER. 
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Respectfhlly, 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Subscribed and sworn pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 4.1 and 4l(d)(3) on November 30, 2021 

Robin M. Meriweather 
p ~ - -TJR,j'U/J(k(Jt.o--~ 2021.11.30 09:59:08 

-05'00' 

ROBIN M. MERIWEATHER 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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AO 442 (Rev. 11 /11) Arrest Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

United States of America 
V. 

JAMES HAFFNER 

Defendant 

for the 

District of Columbia 

~ Case-: 1 :.21-rnj-00672 
) Assigned To : Mertwe~ther, Robin M, 
) As$lg_n .. Date : .11130;2021 
) Descrip~ion: COM PLAINT WI ARRES.f WARRANT 
) 

ARREST WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to arrest and bring before a United States magistrate judge without unnecessary delay 

(name of person to be arrested) JAMES HAFFNER 
---------------------------------

who is accused of an offense or violation based on the following document filed with the court: 

0 Indictment 0 Superseding Indictment 0 Information 0 Superseding Information d Complaint 

0 Probation Violation Petition 0 Supervised Release Violation Petition □ Violation Notice O Order of the Court 

This offense is briefly described as follows: 

18 U.S.C. § 111 (a) (Assaulting, Resisting, or Impeding Certain Officers or Employees); 18 U.S.C. § 231(A)(3) (Obstruction 
of Law Enforcement During a Civil Disorder); 18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(1) and (2) (unlawful entry on restricted buildings or 
grounds); 40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(D) and (F) (Violent Entry and Disorderly Conduct on Capitol Grounds) 

Date: 11/30/2021 

City and state: Washington, D.C. 

This warrant was received on (date) 

at (city and state) 

Date: - ----- --

Robin M. Meriweather 
., ¥,.. 

,.,. -,,,,_..,,.,_./JilJI..U~~ -- 2021.11.30 09:53:46 
,_ -osroo· 

. ' ..... 

Issuing officer's signature 

Robin M. Meriweather, United States Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 

Return 

------- , and the person was arrested on (date) 

Arresting officer 's signature 

Printed name and title 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

WESTERN DIVISION 
 

Daneta Wollmann United States Magistrate Judge Presiding 
 
Courtroom Deputy - SRC 
Courtroom - RC #2 
U.S. Probation Officer – Nikole Miller 
 

 
Court Reporter – FTR 
Date: December 1, 2021 
 

  5:21-mj-178-01 
  
United States of America Ben Patterson 
  

Plaintiff,  
  

vs.  
  

James Haffner John Rusch 
  

Defendant. 
 

 

  
TIME HEARING SCHEDULED TO BEGIN: 4:20 p.m. 
TIME:  

4:20 p.m. Enter initial appearance before the Honorable Daneta Wollmann. 
 
The Court notes the appearance of counsel. The defendant is present in custody. 
The defendant informed of his rights and the allegations against him. 

 
  A financial affidavit has been executed and filed. 

The Court enters an oral order appointing CJA Attorney, John Rusch, to represent the 
defendant.  

 
The defendant requests a preliminary hearing. 

 
Mr. Patterson does not request detention.  
Mr. Rusch requests release.  
 
The Court enters an order setting conditions of release.  
 

4:52 p.m. Court is adjourned. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 

5:21-MJ-00178-DW 

vs. 

JAMES HAFFNER, 

Defendant. 

ORDER SETTING CONDITIONS OF 
RELEASE 

IT IS ORDERED that the release of the defendant is subject to the following conditions: 

( 1) You shall not commit any offense in violation of federal, state, local, or 
tribal law while on release in this case. 

(2) You shall immediately advise pretrial services, the U.S. Attorney's Office 
and defense counsel in writing of any change in address or telephone 
number. 

(3) You shall maintain regular contact with his counsel and promptly 
respond to any inquiries from counsel. 

( 4) You shall appear at all proceedings as required and shall surrender for 
service of any sentence imposed as directed. 

(5) The defendant shall cooperate in the collection of a DNA sample as 
authorized by statute. 

(6) You shall not travel to Washington, DC unless you are attending court, 
visiting pretrial services, or consulting with your attorney. 

(7) You shall call pretrial services once a week. 

(8) You shall a dvise pretrial services of any travel within the United States 
outside of home jurisdiction. 

(9) You shall not travel outside of the continental United States without 
court approval. 

~ (_ I o) 'f ,r.,., 5'1.r,,1/ hof- po.,¢> "-"j -{/t,aJUA,"; · 
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Advice of Penalties and Sanctions 

TO THE DEFENDANT: 

YOU ARE ADVISED OF THE FOLLOWING PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS: 

A violation of any of the foregoing conditions of release may result in the 
immediate issuance of a warrant for your arrest, a revocation of release, an order of 
detention, and a prosecution for contempt of court and could result in a term of 
imprisonment, a fine, or both. 

The commission of a Federal offense while on pretrial release will result in an 
additional sentence of a term of imprisonment of not more than ten years, if the offense 
is a felony; or a term of imprisonment of not more than one year, if the offense is a 
misdemeanor. This sentence shall be in addition to any other sentence. 

Federal law makes it a crime punishable by up to ten years of imprisonment, and 
a $250,000 fine or both to obstruct a criminal investigation. It is a crime punishable by 
up to ten years of imprisonment, and a $250,000 fine or both to tamper with a witness, 
victim or informant; to retaliate or attempt to retaliate against a witness, victim or 
informant; or to intimidate or attempt to intimidate a witness, victim, juror, informant, 
or officer of the court. The penalties for tampering, retaliation, or intimidation are 
significantly more serious if they involve a killing or attempted killing. 

If after release, you knowingly fail to appear as required by the conditions of 
release, or to surrender for the service of sentence, you may be prosecuted for failing to 
appear or surrender and additional punishment may be imposed. If you are convicted 
of: 

(1) an offense punishable by death, life imprisonment, or imprisonment for a 
term of fifteen years or more, you shall be fined not more than $250,000 
or imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both; 

(2) an offense punishable by imprisonment for a term of five years or more, 
but less than fifteen years, you s hall be fined not more than $250,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both; 

(3) any other felony, you shall be fined not more than $250,000 or imprisoned 
not more than two years, or both; 

(4) a misdemeanor, you shall be fined not more than $ 100,000 or imprisoned 
not more than one year, or both. 

A term of imprisonment imposed for failure to appear or surrender shall be in 
addition to the sentence for any other offense. In addition, a failure to appear or 
surrender may result in the forfeiture of any bond posted. 

Acknowledgment of Defendant 

I acknowledge that I am the defendant in this case and that I am aware of the 
conditions of release . I promise to obey all conditions of release, to appear as directed, 
and to surrender for service of any sentence imposed. I am aware of the penalties and 
sanctions set forth above. 
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Directions to United States Marshal 

(X) The defendant is ORDERED released after processing. 

( ) The United States marshal is ORDERED to keep the defendant in custody until 
notified by the clerk or judicial officer that the defendant has posted bond and/ or 
complied with all other conditions for release. The defendant shall be produced 
before the appropriate judicial officer at the time and place specified, if still in 
custody. 

DATED this 1st day of December, 2021. 

BY THE COURT: 

DANETA WOLLMANN 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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U.S. District Court
District of South Dakota (Western Division)

CRIMINAL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 5:21-mj-00178-DW All Defendants *SEALED*
Internal Use Only

SEALED,CLOSED

Case title: USA v. SEALED Date Filed: 12/01/2021
Date Terminated: 12/03/2021

Assigned to: US Magistrate Judge 
Daneta Wollmann

Defendant (1)
James Haffner
TERMINATED: 12/03/2021

represented by John S. Rusch 
Rensch Law Office 
832 St. Joseph Street 
Rapid City, SD 57701 
605-341-1210 
Fax: 605-341-0040 
Email: john.rusch@renschlaw.com 
LEAD ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
Designation: CJA Appointment

Pending Counts Disposition
None

Highest Offense Level (Opening)
None

Terminated Counts Disposition
None

Highest Offense Level (Terminated)
None

Complaints Disposition

18 U.S.C. § 231 (a)(3); 
OBSTRUCTION OF LAW 
ENFORCEMENT DURYING A CIVIL 
DISORDER 18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(1) and 

Page 1 of 3South Dakota District Court Version 1.1 LIVE DATABASE
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(2), UNLAWFUL ENTRY ON 
RESTRICTED BUILDINGS OR 
GROUNDS VIOLENT 40 U.S.C. § 
5104(e)(2)(D)and (F), ENTRY AND 
DISORDERLY CONDUCT ON 
CAPITOL GROUNDS 18 U.S.C. §111; 
ASSAULTING, RESISTING OR 
IMPEDING CERTAIN OFFICERS OR 
EMPLOYEES

Plaintiff
USA represented by Gregg S. Peterman 

U.S. Attorney's Office 
Rapid City Office 
515 Ninth St. 
Room 201 
Rapid City, SD 57701 
342-7822 
Email: gregg.peterman@usdoj.gov 
LEAD ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
Designation: Assistant US Attorney

Date Filed # Docket Text

12/01/2021 1 COMPLAINT under Rule 5 - OUT. Original Jurisdiction: District of 
District of Columbia - their case number 1:21-mj-672 as to James Haffner 
(1). (Attachments: # 1 Warrant) (SLT) (Entered: 12/01/2021)

12/01/2021 Set Hearings as to James Haffner: Initial Appearance set for 12/1/2021 at 
04:20 PM in Rapid City Courtroom 2 - Room 236 before US Magistrate 
Judge Daneta Wollmann. (SC) (Entered: 12/01/2021)

12/01/2021 Case sealed as to James Haffner (SC) (Entered: 12/01/2021)

12/01/2021 2 ORDER Setting Conditions of Release as to James Haffner Signed by US 
Magistrate Judge Daneta Wollmann on 12/1/2021. (SC) (Entered: 
12/01/2021)

12/01/2021 3 Minute Entry for proceedings held before US Magistrate Judge Daneta 
Wollmann: Initial Appearance as to James Haffner held on 12/1/2021. 

TEXT ORDER. Pursuant to the Due Process Protections Act, the 
Court confirms the United States' obligation to disclose to the 
defendant all exculpatory evidence--that is, evidence that favors the 
defendant or casts doubt on the United States' case, as required by 
Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) and its progeny, and ORDERS 
the United States to do so. Failure to disclose exculpatory evidence in 
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a timely manner may result in consequences, including, but not 
limited to, exclusion of evidence, adverse jury instructions, dismissal 
of charges, contempt proceedings, disciplinary action, or sanctions by 
the Court. (Court Reporter: FTR) (SC) (Entered: 12/01/2021)

12/02/2021 4 WAIVER of Rule 5 and 5.1 Hearings signed by James Haffner. (SC) 
(Entered: 12/02/2021)

12/02/2021 5 CJA 23 Financial Affidavit signed by James Haffner. (SC) (Entered: 
12/02/2021)

12/02/2021 6 TEXT ORDER Appointing CJA Attorney John Rusch as to James 
Haffner (1). Signed by US Magistrate Judge Daneta Wollmann on 
12/2/2021. (SC) (Entered: 12/02/2021)

12/02/2021 (Court only) DELIVERING 6 Text Order Appointing Attorney, 2 Order 
Setting Conditions of Release to John Rusch via US Postal Service and 
USA via Email, 2 Order Setting Conditions of Release to USM via Email 
(SKK) (Entered: 12/02/2021)

12/03/2021 7 Notice to District of Columbia of a Rule 5 or Rule 32 Initial Appearance 
as to James Haffner. Your case number is: 1:21-mj-672. The Clerks 
Office will send any restricted document to you via email. Using your 
PACER account, you may retrieve the docket sheet and any unrestricted 
documents and text-only entries via the case number link. The following 
documents will be sent via Email to the receiving court: 1 Complaint 
under Rule 5 - Out to Other Jurisdiction, 6 Text Order Appointing 
Attorney, 4 Waiver, 3 Initial Appearance, 2 Order Setting Conditions of 
Release, 5 Financial Affidavit - CJA23. (If you require certified copies of 
any documents, please send a request to 
InterdistrictTransfer_SDD@sdd.uscourts.gov. If you wish to designate a 
different email address for future transfers, send your request to 
InterDistrictTransfer_TXND@txnd.uscourts.gov.) Case Terminated. 
(SKK) (Entered: 12/03/2021)
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